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Hi my name is Charlotte and I’m a very concerned Nevadan. In looking through the NRS 
codes recently written about HIV, testing and quarantining it sounds like some crazy 
Orwellian government overreach. There was no reason to remove the penalty for giving 
someone else AIDS. Then to turn around and say you have the authority to lock up someone 
for testing positive for HIV and force treatment on them is insane. What if they had a false 
positive. Didn’t you learn anything from this Covid fiasco? I read an article about people who 
got MRNA vaccines testing positive for HIV. There are videos of scientists explaining they 
used HIV protein to bind the MRNA. Is this why you think you can use this to go after more 
peoples human rights? 

Also, for the infant health screening the people who have babies at home usually do so to 
avoid medical tyranny. You need a clear opt out option for that. Furthermore, what can you do 
to make sure the babies dna isn’t sold like in California? This is another obvious unwelcome 
overreach. Will you be adding an HIV for baby test to this requirement in the future too? I 
suggest you take into consideration my concerns because you do not have the authority to 
trample the rights of parents in Nevada. 

To continue, the petition signed supposedly by Nevada students to re-instate mandates is very 
suspect. I’m a student in Nevada and stopped going to school when they started the mandatory 
nonsense. I have a exemption from other vaccines but as you well know Nevada doctors had 
their licenses threatened if they gave exemptions for the Covid vaccine. Make these mandates 
severely limits the amount of students who will attend in this state. You keep saying we’re the 
minority (I thought you were supposed to protect the minority). Anyway, in collecting 
signatures for four hours in rural Nevada two people got more than 100 signatures. Only four 
people said no; their reasons they were forced to so everyone else should be. I imagine all the 
NSHE signatures came from indoctrinated injected students. Parents and people around this 
state should have a say in this and we say NO.  This choice to mandate Covid vaccines or 
masks on Colleges impacts everyone. It destroys the economy, people will leave to be free, 
also it really destroys the future of our next generation here. Many people will have their kids 
leave state just to get an education that is very sad. I would say that the people should have a 
vote but 95% of us know our vote won’t count because we already have had them stolen and 
the SOS has no intention of restoring our confidence in elections. 

Finally, I have been keeping a close eye on everything your board is doing I don’t approve of 
the way this state handled the plandemic. It seems to me that this board is set on taking away 
any consent and bodily autonomy we have left. I know you think because the election was 
rigged you have the right to do whatever you want but you still work for the people I suggest 
you start acting like it. Do something to protect the peoples privacy, medical decisions belong 
to the patient and their physician. Stop trying to make laws that force medical treatment on 
people this is against our God given rights. Don’t think for a second he won’t hold you 
accountable. 
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Thank you 
Charlotte Stewart 




